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 Vehicles catch fire following crash on highway Tuesday morning
 2 allegedly shot and airlifted after rollover car crash in Victorville
 Motorcyclist and SB County Vehicle Crash on Hesperia Road Monday
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Vehicles catch fire following crash on highway Tuesday morning
Z107.7 News
Posted: October 31, 2017
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Firefighters were called to a two-vehicle fire following a crash at the intersection of Highway 62 and Indian
Canyon Road, just south of the Morongo Grade early this morning. Just before 7 a.m., a blue Nissan pick-up
truck and a four-door car collided at the intersection. Both vehicles caught on fire following the crash. The
crash slowed traffic in the area. The California Highway Patrol is investigating.
http://z1077fm.com/vehicles-catch-fire-following-crash-on-highway-tuesday-morning/
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2 allegedly shot and airlifted after rollover car crash in Victorville
Victor Valley News Group
Posted: October 30, 2017

Deputies are investigating a rollover crash with possible shots fired. (Gabriel D. Espinoza, Victor Valley News)

VICTORVILLE, Calif. (VVNG.com) Deputies are investigating a rollover crash with alleged shots fired that
left two people injured Monday evening.
The solo-vehicle rollover crash happened near the intersection of 7th Avenue and Nisqualli Road in
Victorville on October 30, 2017.
“Deputies responded at 5:53 pm, to a report of a traffic collision and shots heard,” sheriff’s spokeswoman
Cindy Bachman told Victor Valley News.
When deputies arrived, they located a sedan on its roof with multiple occupants outside the car lying on the
ground. A nearby fire hydrant sheared by the crash gushed water for about 10 minutes.
As a precaution, and to ensure officer safety, several people from the vehicle were briefly detained while
medical personnel treated the injured.
San Bernardino County Firefighters treated two patients at the scene, of which “both occupants [were]
initially triaged as delayed, but were later upgraded to immediate,” said SB County Fire spokesman Eric
Sherwin.
A “delayed” patient is a term used by firefighters to classify a patient with minor injuries. An “immediate”
patient is a term used to classify a patient with critical injuries.
Witnesses described hearing at least nine gunshots. “I heard the shots it was a lot of them and so scary,” said
Linda Miller.
The two men were airlifted to various trauma centers in critical condition but were both responsive.
The situation is unfolding and details surrounding the incident remain scarce at the moment. Please check
back for updates.
https://www.vvng.com/2-allegedly-shot-airlifted-rollover-car-crash-victorville/
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Motorcyclist and SB County Vehicle Crash on Hesperia Road Monday
Victor Valley News Group
Posted: October 30, 2017

A Kawasaki motorcycle and a SB County vehicle crashed on Hesperia Road Monday. (Photo by Danielle Vaca)

VICTORVILLE, Calif. (VVNG.com) A County of San Bernardino vehicle and a motorcycle were involved in
a traffic collision Monday afternoon.
It happened at about 3:27 p.m., at the intersection of Hesperia and Silica Roads in Victorville.
When emergency crews arrived, they located a 2009 Toyota Prius and a Kawasaki motorcycle had collided in
the northbound lanes.
According to a witness, the motorcyclist was traveling northbound on Hesperia Road when the Prius
attempted to make a left-hand-turn from southbound Hesperia Road into the Well’s Fargo parking lot.
San Bernardino County Firefighters requested a medical helicopter to airlift the patient, however, due to
weather the helicopters were unable to launch, stated San Bernardino County Fire spokesman Eric Sherwin.
The patient was transported by ground ambulance to Arrowhead Regional Medical Center.
The crash created a traffic jam for motorist in the area as the San Bernardino County Sheriff’s deputies
photographed the scene. The cause of the crash remains under investigation.
No other injuries were reported as a result of the crash
https://www.vvng.com/motorcyclist-sb-county-vehicle-crash-hesperia-road-monday/
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